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Waves and vibrations in micropolar elastic medium 
I. Steady-state response to moving loads 

P. R. SENGUPTA and B. GHOSH (NADIA) 

THE PRESENT paper is concerned with the steady-state response to moving loads on the free 
plane boundary of a semi-infinite microrolar dastic medium. It is assumed tt.at a line load 
moves with a constant velocity over the plane boundary of the semi-srace and moves 
for an infinitely long time so that a steady state prevails in the neighbourhood of the loading. 
The dynamic deformation is characterized by two asymmetric tensors - the deformation tensor 
and curvature twist tensor. Similarly, the state of stress in the body is characterized by two 
asymmetric tensors - the force-stress tensor and the couple-stress tensor. 

Niniejsza praca jest zwillzana z otrzymaniem rozwillzania w formie stanu ustalonego (steady
state response) przy danych na swobodnym plaskim brzegu p6lnieskonczonego mikrorolamego 
osrodka ruchomych obcil:li:eniach. Przyj~to, ze obciqi:enie liniowe porusza sict ze stalll prctdkoscill 
na plaskim brzegu p6lprzestrzeni falowej i trwa nieskonczenie dlugo tak, ze stan ustalony prze
wai:a w otoczeniu obcil:li:enia. Deformacja dynamiczna scharakteryzowana j,st przez dwa 
tensory osiowo-symetryczne- tensor odksztakenia i skosny tensor krzywizny. Podobnie stan 
naprcti:enia w ciele okreslony jest przez dwa antysymetryczne tensory - tensor naprcti:enia i tensor 
naprcti:enia momentowego. 

HacroHI..QaH pa6oTa CBH3aHa c noJI~eHHeM perneHHH n cf>opMe ycraHoBHnrnerocH cocromrnH 
(steady-state response) npJ!I 3a,naHHbiX, Ha cno6o,nHoif nJioci<oif rpaHHQe noJiy6ecJ<oHetiHoif 
MHKpOTIOJIHpHOH cpe,nbi, TIOABH)f{HbiX Harpy3I<aX. IlpHHHMaeTCH, 'qTO JIHHeifHaH Harpy3Ka 
ABHmeTCH C TIOCTOHHHOH CKOpOCTbiO Ha ITJIOCKOH rpaHHQe BOJIHOBOrO llOJiynpocrpaHCTBa 
H llpO,llOJI)J(aeTCH 6eCJ<OHetiHO AOJiro, TaJ< 'qTO ycraHOBHBIIIeeCH COCTOHHHe npeo6Jia,naeT B OI<
peCTHOCTH Harpy3KH . .UHHaMHqeci<aH .necf>opMaQHH xapai<TepH3yeTcH ABYMH ocecHMMeTpHq
HbiMH TeH3opaMH- TeH3opoM .necf>opMaQu:u: u: KOCbiM TeH30poM I<pHBH3Hhi. AHanorH'IHO 
HanpHmeHHOe COCTOHHHe B TeJie onpe,neJIHeTCH ABYMH aHTHCHMMeTpH'qHbiMH TeH30paMH -
TeH30pOM HanpHmeHHH H TeH30pOM MOMeHTHbiX HanpHmeHHH. 

1. Introduction 

IN THE CLASSICAL theory of elasticity the notion of stress is that of balancing internal action 
and reaction between two parts of a body separated by means of hypothetical plane. It 
is assumed that the action across an irillnitesirr.al surface ekment within the solid is equi
valent to a force only. It is expected that the elementary forces across a hypothetical plane 
within the solid should be statically equivalent to a force and a couple. If, following Voigt, 
we assume that across any infinitesimal element in a solid the action of one part of the 
material upon the other part is equipollent to a force and a couple, then, in addition to 
the force-stress vector acting on the surface we must also have a couple-stress vector. 
These two vectors together are now equipollent to the action of the exterior upon the 
interior into which the body is divided by hypothetical plar.e. In the like rr.anr.er, oq.e 
might have body-couples similar to body forces as pointed out by Maxwell. If we accept 
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274 P. R. SENGUPTA AND B. GHOSH 

these possibilities, then we must define a couple-stress tensor, /-lih in addition to the force
stress tensor aii. Couple-stresses and body couples are useful concepts in the case of 
materials with molecules of internal structure and in the dislocation theory of metals. 

Recently, some problems of propagation of waves and vibrations in micropolar elastic 
solid medium have been investigated by NOWACKI [1-5] and CHADWICK [9]. ERINGEN 

[6, 7] has given a detailed exposition of the theory of micropolar elasticity consisting 
largely of results obtained by himself and his eo-workers. In the present paper the authors 
consider the steady-state response to moving loads on the free boundary of a semi-infinite 
micropolar elastic solid medium. In subsequent papers the authors undertake a programme 
of investigating some basic problems of waves and vibrations in micropolar elastic solids. 

2. General theory and boundary conditions 

Introducing a set of orthogonal Cartesian coordinate axes Ox 1 x2 x 3 , the origin being 
a point on the plane boundary of the micropolar elastic semi-space, let x 1 , x2 , x3 be the 
Cartesian coordinates fixed in the medium which occupies the half space x 2 ~ 0 as shown 
in the adjoining diagram. Let us assume that a line load moves with a constant speed U 
over the half space and a plane strain state prevails. Let us assume further that the load 
has been applied and is moving for such an infinitely long time that a steady state prevails 
in the neighbourhood of the loading, as seen by an observer moving with the load. Under 
the action of externalloadings the body will be deformed; in general, the field of displace-

FIG. 1. A moving load over a micropolar 
elastic half-space. 

ment ui and the rotation field wi depend on the space coordinates x1 , x 2 , x3 and time 
t. The strain state is determined by two-non-symmetrical tensors- the deformation 
tensor 'Yii and curvature twist tensor "ii· These tensors are defined as follows [6, 7, 8]: 

(2.1) 

Similarly, the state of stress is defined by two non-symmetrical tensors- the force 
stress tensor aii and the couple-stress tensor !-lil· The linear relations between the stress 
and strain states are expressed as 

(2.2) 
ai, = (u+o:)'Yii+(u-o:)yii+J.ykk~ib 

f-lii = (y+s)uii+(y-s)uii+fl'Ykk~ii' 

where J., ft, {1, s, y, o: are the material constants, and skii is the alternate tensor. 
Substituting the relations (2.2) into the equations of motion 

(2.3) 
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and expressing Yii and "ii in terms of the displacements ui and rotations wi as determined 
from Eq. (2.1), Eqs. (2.3) can be written in the vector form in the following way: 

(,u+a)V2u+(.A.+,u-a)graddivu+2arotw+X = e'u, 
(2.4) 

(y+ e)V 2w + (/J +y- e)graddivw -4aw+ 2 a rot u + Y = Jw, 

where X-vector of body forces, Y -vector of body couples, e-density, J -rotational 
inertia. 

Equations (2.4) are coupled equations and can be decoupled by assuming a = 0 and 
thus, one obtains 

(2.5) 
,uV2 u+ (.A.+ ,u)graddiv u+x = eii, 

(y+e)V2w+(y+/J-e)graddivw+y = Jw. 

The first equation of (2.5) is the equation of motion in the classical theory of elasticity 
and the second represents the motion of a hypothetical medium in which rotations only 
are possible. 

In the present plane-strain problem the external loadings, the displacement vector u 
and the rotation vector w depend only on the coordinates x 1 , x 2 and time t; the body 
couples and body forces are neglected. In this case the system of Eqs. (2.4) splits into 
two independent systems of equations: 

(2.6) 

and 

(2.7) 

where 

(,u + a)V 2 u1 +(.A.+ ,u- ct)e,t + 2ctw3,2 = f?Ut, 

(,u+a)V 2 u2+(.A.+,u-ct)e,2-2ctw3,1 = eu2, 

(y+e)V2w3-4aw3+2a(u2,t-Ut,2) = Jw2, 

(y + e)V 2w1 + (y + P- e)".t- 4ctw1 + 2ctu3,2 = Jwb 

(y+e)V 2w2+(y+/J-e);e,2-4!Xw2-2ctu3,t = Jw2, 

(,u+a)V2u3 +2a(w2,t -wt.2) = (!U3, 

jj2 jj2 
V 2 = ~ + ~, e = u1 , 1 +u2 , 2, ;e = Wt,t +w2,2 

uX 1 uX2 

and the stresses aii and couple-stresses .Uii corresponding to the fields (u1 , u2 , O) and 
(0, 0, w3); and (0, 0, u3) and (w 1 , w2 , 0) related with the systems of Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) 
respectively, are given in the following form: 

Gu = 2,uut,t+.A.e, G22 = 2,uu2.2+.A.e, a33 = .A.e, 

G12 = ,u(u2,t +Ut,2)+a(u2,t-Ut,2)-2aw3, 

(2.8) a2 1 = ,u(u2 , 1 +ut,2)-cx(u2, 1 -u1 ,2)+2aw3, 

flt3 = (y+e)w3,t' .UJt = (y-e)wJ,t, ,U23 = (y+~e)w3,2' 
#32 = (y- e)w3,2 

and 
a 13 = (,u+a)u3 , 1 +2cxw2, a31 = (,u-a)u3 , 1 -2ctw2, 

{2.9) 
a23 = (,u+a)u3 , 2-2cxw1, a32 = (,u-a)u3,2+21Xw1, 

#11 = 2ywt,t+/Jx, #22 = 2yw2,2+/J;e, #33 = IJ;e, 

#12 = y(w2.1 +wt.2)+t:(w2,t-Wt,2), #21 = y(w2.1 +wt,2)-e(w2,t-Wt,2). 

6* 
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276 P. R. SENGUPTA AND B. GHOSH 

Now, we have already stated in our problem that the load moves in the negative direction 
of the x1-axis with uniform speed U. 

Therefore, an observer moving with a load at the same speed would set the load as 
stationary. Thus, if a Galilean transformation 

(2.10) x~ = x 1 +Ut, x~ = x2 , t' = t 

is introduced, then, the boundary conditions .are independent of t' since x 1 and t enter 
the boundary conditions only in the combination x 1 +Ut. We may assume that the load
ings of the boundary can be divided into two groups. The first produces the displacement 
u = (u 1 , u2 , 0) and the rotation w = (0, 0, w 3) involved in the system of Eqs. (2.6), and 
the second causes the displacement u = (0, 0, u3 ) and the rotation w = (w 1 , w 2 , O) 
involved in the system of Eq. (2.7). In the first case, there exists only a stress normal to 
the semi-space. The boundary conditions for a concentrated load moving over the plane 
boundary of the semi-space in moving coordinates are 

(2.11) 0'22 = -Pc5(x;), 0'21 = 0, P,23 = 0 

where c5(xD is the Dirac-delta function. 
In the second case, only the moment stress on the semi-space surface exists and the 

vector of this moment stress is directed along the positive x2-axis. The boundary conditions 
for concentrated loading in moving coordinates are 

(2.12) ft22 = -M(x~), ft21 = 0, 0'23 = 0. 

We are to seek solutions of Eqs. (2.6) and (2.7) subject to the boundary conditions 
(2.11) and (2.12), respectively. 

3. General soJution of the equations (2.6) 

In the present plane strain problem the elastic displacements Ut, u2 , (u3 = 0) are 
derivable from the displacement potentials lj>(x 1 , x 2 , t) and 'P(x1 , x 2 , t), so that 

(3.1) Ut= 4>.t-tp,2, u2 = l/>.2+'P.1 
and the only component of rotation w 3 (w 1 = w 2 = 0) is a function of Xt, x 2 and t. Substi
tuting Eqs. (3.1) into Eqs. (2.6), we find that the functions lj>,1p and w3 satisfy the follow
ing differential equations: 

(3.2) 

where 

(
2 2 l . iJ2) 2 V -v0 - --- w 3 +sV m= 0 d at2 T , 

2 l+ 2p, 
c.=---, 

(! 

2a 
p=p,+a' 

2 p,+a 
c2 = -(!-· ' 

2 4a 
Vo =--, 

y+s 

2 y+t: 
c4 = -,-, 

2ct: 
S=--, 

y+t: 
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The second and third equations in (3.2) are coupled partial differential equations. On 
eliminating one of the unknown functions 1p and w3 , we obtain separately the same partial 
differential equation 

(3.3) [( 
2 2 1 8

2 
) (v2 1 °2 

) 2v2] ( ) _ 0 V -Vo- ci 8t2 - d 8t2 +vt 1p,WJ - ' 

where 
v~ = ps = 4ct2 /(y+e) (,u+ct). 

In view of Eqs. (2.10), the differential equations satisfied by cp and 1p, w3 are 

( 
u2 ) 02cp 02cp 

1--2 ~+~=0, 
C1 uX1 uX2 

[1( U
2

) 8
2 

8
2 

2 l {( U
2 

) 8
2 

8
2 

} 
(3.4) 1- d. 8x~2 + 8x~2 -Vo f 1- ci 8x~2 + 8x~2 

+vi( a~2 + a~2 )}tp,ru;) = 0. 

Let us now introduce the Mach numbers 

u 
(3.5) Mi = - , i = 1, 2, 4 

Ct 

and the parameters 

(3.6) 
U2 

{Jf = 1- - 2 = 1- M[, (i = 1, 2, 4) if M1 < 1, 
c, 

and 

fJi 2 = u: -1=Mf-1, (i=1,2,4) if Mi>l. 
c, 

In the case when Mi > 1 (supersonic), we obtain the following partial differential equa
tions: 

(3.7) 

[ (P~2 a~? - a~:2 +v~)(n a~2 - a~2) +vi(a~~/ + a~:2 )]<"'. "'•) = o. 
Assuming c1 > c2 > c4 and c4 to be very small, we consider the cases in which M1 < 
< M2 < 1, M4 > 1 (subsonic case) and M1 < 1, M2 > 1, M4 > 1 (transonic case). The 
partial differential equations corresponding to these cases are, respectively, 

82cp 82cp 
(3.8) P1~+~= o, 

uX1 uX1 

[ (P~2 a~~2 - a~:2 + v~ ){P~2 a~: 2 + a~:2) -vi ( a~~2 + a~:2 ) ]<"' · "'•l = o; 
82cp 82cp 

(3.9) {J~ ox? + ax;2 = 0' 

[ (P~2 a~:2 - a~: 2 + v~ )(p;2 a~~2 - a~:2 ) +vi ( a~ 2 + a~:2) }"' · "'•) = 0 · 
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278 P. R. SENGUPTA AND B. GHOSH 

Solution of the probl~m in different cases 

Case I. Supersonic case: M1 > 1 (i = 1, 2, 4). In this case the first equation of 
(3.7) admits the elementary solution 

(3.10) 

and the solutions of the second equations of (3.7) will be sought for in the form 

(3.11) 

These solutions are as follows: 

tp(x;) = B(.l.)e -iA1x~ + C(.l.)e -iA2x~, 
(3.12) 

where 

A,,2 = Jz [ { A2(.842 +P;2) -vt+vD 

± V { ).2(p~2 + p~2) -v~ +vi }2 -4 { ;.2 p~2().2 p~2 -v5)- ).2vi}]1!2. 

The other possible solutions of the form exp[i.l.2 x~] are rejected on the basis of the radiation 
condition at infinity. 

Since }. is an arbitrary constant and the system is linear, we may let the constant A and B 
depend on }. and integrate over A. Hence, we may write the general solution in the form 

00 

,1,.{ 1 1) __ 1_ f A( 1) IA(x~-B~x~)d1 
o/ xb x2 - 2.n "· e "·' 

-oo 

00 

(3.13) tp(x~, x~) = ;.n J {B(.I.)e-Utx~+C(.I.)e-t.hx~}eiAx~d}., 
-oo 

00 

w3(X~, X~) = 2~ J {Bl(}.)e-IAtx~ +Cl (A)e-IA2x~}eiAx~dA. 
-00 

The quantities B1 , B and C1 , C are related by means of the second or third equation 
of (3.2). 

Equating the coefficient of e- 1A1x~ and e- 1A2x~, we obtain from the second equation 
of (3.2) the relations 

(3.14) 

where 

1 (fll 2 1 2 1 2). 
"2 = - 2 11. - 11.2 ° 

p 
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In view ofEqs. (2.8), (2.10), (3.1), (3.5) and (3.13), we obtain from the boundary conditions 
(2.11) 

(M~- 2) ).2A().)- 2 { ).tB{A)+ A2 CO.)}). = iA.P(A.), 

(3.15) 2A2P~A(A)+ [ A2 (a ~~ + M~-2)- { {p-2) ; +p} "• }(A) 

+ [ A2 (a ~~ +M~-2)- {{p-2); +P} "2 J C(A) = 0, 

"t ).tBCA)+u2 A2 C().) = 0, 

where iA.P(A) is the Fourier transform of~ t5(x~), the representation of t5(x~) being 

"' 
I. 1 J00

sin).e iAx;d 1 H tm-
2

- -~-e 11.. ence, 
E-+0 nE -oo 11. 

(3.16) A (A) = (L1t- "tAt L12) iP(A.) ' 
"2).2 L1 

where 

B().) = -2iP(A) ).2{3~' 
L1 

Ll 1 = A2 (a~~ +M~-2)- {{p-2) : +p}"• (i = I, 2), 

Ll = A (LI,- :: ~: Ll 2 )<M~ -2)+4 ( 1- ::) A2 A,,r,. 

Hence, in view of Eqs. (3.13), (3.14), (3.16) and (3.1), we obtain the displacements Ui, u2 

and rotation co3 

(3.17) 

The displacements Ut, u2 and the rotation co3 being known, stresses and couple-stresses 
can be determined from the formulae (2.8). 
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280 P. R. SENGUPTA AND B. GHOSH 

For IX -. 0 what corresponds to the classical theory of elasticity, we obtain [10, 13] 

(3.18) 

where 

C a s e 11. Subsonic case, M 1 < 1, M1 < 1 , M4 · > 1 . In this case the solutions of 
the Eqs. (3.8) may be taken in the form 

(3.19) 

where 

00 

lf>(x~, x~) = _21 { A(J.)e-PllAlx; e;;.x;dl, 
n .. 

-00 

00 

tp(x~,x~) = 2~ J (B(l)e-Ax~+C(l)e-bx;)iAx;dl, 
-oo 

00 

w3(x~, x~) = 2~ f (Bt0)e-Alx;+Ct0)e-A2x~)eiAx~dl, 
-00 

1 
A1.2 = y2 [{{Pi-fJ~2)l2 +v5-vD 

± Y {(fJi-fJ~2)12+v5-vU2-4{fJil2(v5-fJ~2l2)-vf l2}]112. 

In view of the coupling of the second and third equations of (3.2), we have 

(320) 

where 

In view of the boundary conditions (2.11), we obtain 

(3.21) 
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where J; = [{(p-2); +p}i<1-A'(a ~i +Mi-2)] (i = 1,2), 

Ll' = (2- MD (Ll;- ~: ~: Ll~) -4A,IAI B, ( 1- ~:). 

281 

In view of Eqs. (3.19)-(3.21) and (3.1), we obtain the displacements u1 , u2 and the rotation 
w3 as 

Making use of the formulae (2.8) we can determine the stresses and couple-stresses 
in the semi-infinite micropolar medium. 

In the particular case, ex --+ 0, we obtain the displacement components in elastokinetics 
[11] in which no rotation occurs 

(3.23) 

u1 = PK1 (__!__- _!__ tan- 1 {31 ;~)- !__ /32 K2 (_!_- --1- tan- 1 {32 x~ ) 
p, 2 n x 1 p, 2 n x~ ' 

where 

Case Ill. Transonic case: M1 < I, M2 > 1, M4 > I. In this case the solution of 
Eqs. (3.9) are 

-oo 

00 

(3.24) 'J'(X~, x~) = 2~ J {B().)e-iAlx~ + C(A)e-iAzx~}eiAx~dA, 
-oo 

00 

w3(x~, x~) = 2~ J {B1 (A)e-iA1x~+C1 (A)e-iAzx;}eiAx~dA, 
-oo 

where A1 and .1.2 are given by Eqs. (3.12). The relations between B1(A), B(A) and C1 (A)~ 
C(A) are given by Eqs. (3.14). 
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In view of the boundary conditions (2.11), we obtain 

(3.25) 

A(J.) = -i P().) (Lit- "1 
;.

1 Ll2 ), B(A) = 21.A.!PtP(J.)jLI, 
J.LI "2 A2 

where 

Ll = (2- MD (LI,.: =~ ~~ Llz )+4iiAIP, A, ( 1- =~), 
Ll 1 and Ll 2 are given by Eqs. (3.16). Hence, we obtain the displacements Ut, u2 and rotation 

w3 as 

(3.26) 

· "1 At -u x')}] P().) i.U' d, ---e 12 --e111. "2 ).2 Ll ' 

The stresses and couple-stresses can be determined from the formulae (2.8). 
In the particular case, ex-+ 0, the displacement components and rotations are found 

to be [12, 13] 

PK {(1 1 -t Ptx~) 2PtP~ 1 I, R' 'I} 
Ut = /i 4 T- -;-tan ----:xy- + n(2-MD og Xt-,.,2x2 

p K { Pt I ( '2 R2 '2) 2Pt p~ I( , R' ')} + /i 3 2n og X1 +,.,tx2 - 2-Mi Xt-,.,2x2 , 

(3 27) p K {Pl I ( '2 R2 '2) 2Pt I I , R' 'I} . u2 = - p,n 4 T og Xt +,.,tx2 - 2-Mi og x1-l-'2x2 

p K J ( 1 1 1 p t X~ ) R 2P t ( , R, , )} +- 3 \---tan- -- ,., 1---Ixt-,.,2x2 , 
ft 2 n x~ 2-Mi 

where 

(2-Mi}3 

K4 = (2-Mi)4 + 16PfP~2 • 
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4. General solution of the equations (2. 7) 

Let us now consider the displacement and rotation fields described by the vectors 

u = (0, 0, u3) and w = (w 1 , w2 , 0). The displacement u3 and the rotations w 1 , w 2 arise 

in the semi-infinite space due to the loading which acts on the boundary x2 = 0: the 

moment u22 • 

Introducing the elastic potentials </J, 1p connected with the rotations, we obtain 

(4.1) 

By substituting Eqs. (4.1) into Eqs. (2.7), we find the functions l/J, 1p and u3 satisfying 

the differential equations 

(4.2) 
( 

2 2 1 0
2 

) 0 V -v0 - -- 1/J-St/3 = d ot2 T , 

( 
2 1 0

2 
) 2 V - c~ 012 u3 +pV 1p = 0. 

We have introduced the notations 

2 4a: 
V2 = 2y+1f' 

2 2y+fJ 
c3 = --2-, 

2a: 2a: 4a: 
S=--, p=--, V0 =--. 

y+s p+a: y+s 

Eliminating 1p(or u3) from the second and third equations of (4.2), we arrive at the partial 
differential equation 

(4.3) [(v'- :~ ~: ){v2 -v~- :l !',) +vfV'}'P, u3) = o 
which is identical with Eq. (3.3). 

Since an observer is always with the load, he would see the load as stationary. Introduc-

ing Galilean transformation, (2.10), Mach numbers Mi = !:!.., i = 2, 3, 4 and the pa
c, 

rameters 

(4.4) 

U2 
fJf = 1--2 = 1-Ml c, 

{1'2 ( U
2 

1) 2 , = er- = M,-1, 

(i = 2, 3, 4) if M1 < 1, 

and assuming c2 . > c3 > c4 and c3 , c4 to be very small, we obtain from the first equation 

of (4.2) and (Eq. 4.3) the following partial differential equations: 

(4.5) 
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if M1 > 1, Mi > 1 (supersonic case) and M1 < 1, M1 > 1 (transonic case), and 

({1
12 02 02 2)"" -
3 o:X~i:- ox~2 +v2 'f' - 0, 

[(p·~ a!~2 + a~:2} (n a!~2 - a~:2 +v~} -vi ( a!~2 + a!~2) ]<V'. u,) = o 
(4.6) 

if M2 < 1, M4 > M3 > 1 (subsonic case). 
Case I. M1 > 1, M1 > 1 (supersonic case) M1 < 1, Mi > 1 (transonic case). 
In this case we assume the general solution of Eqs. (4.5) in the form 

00 

4> = 2~ J A(A.)e-iax;eiAx~dA., 
-oo 

00 

(4.7) tp = 2~ J {B(A)e-iAtx; + C(A.)e-iA2x;}e-iAx~dA., 
-00 

00 

u3 = Lz J {Bt(A.)e-iAtx;+Ct(A.)e-iAzx~}eiAx'tdA., 
-oo 

where 
a2 = p;2 A_2 -V~, 

A.f.2 = -} [ { ({1~2 + p;2)A. 2 +v~- v~} 
+ Jl { ({1~2 + p~2) A_2 +v~ -v5} -4 {{1~2 A_2(fl~2 A_2-v~) -viA.2}]. 

Introducing tp and u3 into the third equation of (4.2), we obtain the relations 

(4.8) 

where 

Applying the boundary conditions (2.12), one obtains 

A = iA.{l11 Q(A)/11, B = iAf122 Q(A.)/11, C = iA.{J33 Q(A.)/11, 
where 

flu= (cx22cx33-cx23cx32), f122 = cx23cx3t-CX2tCX33, 

{133 = CX2tCXJ2-cx22cx3t, 

11 = cxu (cx22 CX33- CX23 CX32) + cx12 (cx23 CX31- cx21 CX33) + CX13 (cx21 CX32- CX22 CX31), 

CXu = (2y+fl)a2+{JA.2
, cx12 = -2yA.A.t, CX13 = -2yA.A.2, 

(4.9) 2 ' 2 cx21 = 2yaA., cx22 = (y+e)A.~-(y-e)A-2 , CX23 = (y+e)A.2-(y-e)A., 

cx31 = 2cxiA., cx32 = {(,u+cx)~1 +2cx}iA.t, CX33 = {(,u+cx)~2+2cx}iA.2, 
iA.Q(A.) is the Fourier Transform of the concentrated moment M(x~). 
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Hence, in view of Eqs. (4.9) and (4.7), making use of Eqs. (4.1), we finally obtain 

(4.10) 

- eo 

Knowing the functions w 1 , w 2 and u3 , we can determine the stresses and couple-stresses 
from the formulae (2.9). 

In the particular case, ex -+ 0, we obtain the following independent partial differential 
equations for cp, tp and u3 : 

(4.11) 

The solutions of Eqs. (4.11) are 

(4.12) 

eo 

</>=_I_ J AO(_A)e-la0x;eiAx'td.A, 
2n 

- eo 

eo 

1p = 2~ J BO(_A)e-}.~x;ei;.x;dA , 
- eo 

eo 

UJ = _I_ r C0(.A)e-}.~x;ej).x;dA, 
2n . 

- eo 

where A0 (.A), B0 (.A) and C0 (A) are found from the boundary condition (2.12) as 

.A?= P~.A, A~= p~.A, L1° = cx?tcx22-cx?2cx21' cx?t = (2y+P)P~+P, 

a?2 = -2yp~, cx~ 1 = 2yp; , a~2 = (y+e)/1~2 -(y-s). 
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Hence, in view of Eqs. (4.12) and (4.1), we have 

rut = : 0 { cr:~tfJ~I(x~- P~x~)- cr:~2l(x~- P~x~)}, 

(4.13) 

u3 = 0. 

The formulae (4.13) indicate the rotation field w(w1 , w2 , 0) in a hypothetical medium in 
which no displacement occurs. This field is produced by the action of concentrated moment 
lb(x~) on the boundary x~ = 0. 

It is also observed from Eqs. (4.13) that the disturbances are marked by two Mach 
waves 

x~- P~x~ and x~- ,B~x~. 

C a s e 11. M2 < 1, M4 > M3 > 1. 
In this case the solution to the partial differential Eqs. ( 4.6) may be taken in the 

form 

1 J >-I .,_1 l/J = 2n A(A)e-"'xle•~ldA, 

(4.14) 'P = 2~ J {B(A)e-iAlx~ +C(A)e-iAlx~}ei.tx~dA, 

where 

At2 = ~ [{A2 (fJ~2 -fJD-v~+vf} 

+ V { A2(p~2- ,8~) -v~+viF +4{P~ A2(A.2fJ~2 -v5)+ A2vf]. 

In view of Eqs. (4.14) and the third equation of (4.2), we obtain the relations 

(4.15) 

where 

;e.= -p(A2+AD/<P~A2+AD, ;e2 = -p(A2+AD/<PiA2+A~), 
A(A), B(A) and C(A) are obtained from the boundary conditions (2.12) and are given by 
the expression (4.9), only replacing the values of A1 , A2 and u1 , u2 by those given in Eqs. 
(4.14) and (4.15), respectively. Hence, the rotation components w 1 , w2 and the displacement 
component u3 are given by the same expression (4.10) where the values of A1 , A2 , u1 , u2 , 

are given by Eqs. (4.14) and (4.15). 
In the particular case, er:~ 0, we obtain the same rotational field w(w1 , w2 , 0) given 

by Eqs. (4.13) in the hypothetical medium in which no displacement occurs. 
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